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2016 LADIES PAIRS
CONDITIONS OF PLAY
1.

The competition shall be played in accordance with the Laws of the Sport of Bowls,Crystal Mark
3rd edition, Domestic Regulations of BSA, the Eden Bowls Bye-Laws and the Conditions of Play
set out hereunder.

2.

The Controlling Body shall be the Executive of Eden Bowls through its Competition
Secretary. Should any point arise which is not covered by the foregoing, the decision of the
Controlling Body shall be final and binding.

3.

The format of play during the round robin phase will be 3 games per team.( 15 ends)
RINK ALLOCATION
Round 1

per green
Round 2

1st sec

A vs B (rink 1)
C vs D (rink 6)

A vs C (rink 2)
B vs D (rink 3)

A vs D ( rink 4)
B vs C (rink 5)

2nd sec A vs B (rink 2)
C vs D (rink 3)

A vs C (rink 4)
B vs D (rink 5)

A vs D (rink 1)
B vs C (rink 6)

3rd sec

A vs C (rink 1)
B vs D (rink 6)

A vs D (rink 2)
B vs C (rink 3)

A vs B (rink 4)
C vs D 9rink 5)

Round 3

4.

Scoring during the round robin phase shall be two points for a win.1 point for a draw In the event of
there being teams with an equal number of points, the winner shall be decided on net score,
(shots for - shots against or shot percentage shots for /shots against) if necessary, or failing
this, the winner shall be determined by the game played between the two teams in question..

5.

Should a team withdraw for any reason after commencement of the competition, all the
completed results up to the point of withdrawal shall stand. That game and the remainder of
the games shall be forfeited and the opposing teams for that, and the remaining un-played games
shall be allocated 2 points and the net total of shots equal to the average net total of shots
scored by the winners of all other games played in the same rounds of the same section.

At the completion of the day's play, results sheets to be submitted to:
Competition Secretary: Les Johnston

Fax:

Mobile:

E-mail: johnston975@gmail.com

082 4433754

086 602 7404

